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ABSTRACT

Some of the challenges faced by most software projects are tight budget constraints and schedules, which
often make managers and developers prioritize the delivery of a functional product over other engineering
activities, such as software documentation. In particular, having little or low-quality documentation of the
software architecture of a system can have negative consequences for the project, as the architecture is
the main container of the key design decisions to fulfill the stakeholders’ goals. To further complicate this
situation, generating and maintaining architectural documentation is a non-trivial and time-consuming activ-
ity. In this context, we present a tool approach that aims at (i) assisting the documentation writer in their
tasks and (ii) ensuring a cost-effective documentation process by means of optimization techniques. Our
tool, called SADHelper, follows the principle of producing reader-oriented documentation, in order to focus
the available, and often limited, resources on generating just enough documentation that satisfies the stake-
holders’ concerns. The approach was evaluated in two experiments with users of software architecture
documents, with encouraging results. These results show evidence that our tool can be useful to reduce
the documentation costs and even improve the documentation quality, as perceived by their stakeholders.
Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The software architecture of a computing system is the set of structures needed to reason about
that system, which comprises software elements, relations among them, and properties of both
[1]. Design decisions are essential when developing an architecture solution, as they record the
design rationale behind this solution. Both structures and decisions are usually captured in the
so-called software architecture document (SAD). Architectural documentation is a key artifact
to achieve success in a software project. Even the best architectural solution could fail its
purpose if it is not properly documented, distributed, and understood by the system
stakeholders [2].

Previous studies [3, 4] have analyzed the consequences of developing software projects with poor or
little architectural documentation. Although architecture documentation is essential to support the
development, maintenance, and evolution of software systems [5], the production of adequate
documentation still faces many issues in practice. For instance, in iterative and incremental
development (IID) projects [6], in which budget constraints and tight schedules are common,
documentation activities might be considered as low-priority to favor the development of
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user-visible (functional) features. This choice is detrimental of the SAD, which often becomes a slim
document and gets quickly out-of-date.

Assuming a context of limited resources to deal with documentation tasks, we argue that the
production of architectural documentation should be planned. We seek for a cost-effective
documentation plan to deliver incremental SAD versions that contain good enough contents. Because
architectural documentation tends to be more valuable for both stakeholders and the project, to the
extent that it fulfills the key stakeholders’ information needs, the documentation writer (or
documenter)‡ should follow a reader-oriented documentation approach, in which the actual SAD
contents are steered by the stakeholders’ concerns (e.g., interests or preferences on specific
architectural views). This is a recommended practice in current standards for software architecture
documentation [7, 8].

Determining a cost-effective plan for a given SAD is not straightforward, especially in scenarios
involving medium-to-large SADs and various stakeholders. The problem for the documenter lies in
choosing the SAD sections to work on, and their required level of detail, which can be a time-
consuming and error-prone activity when performed manually. Given the combinatorial
characteristics of this problem, we introduce an optimization-based tool, called SADHelper, which
works as an assistant to the documenter for the generation of useful and low-cost versions of SADs.

Our approach is based on two main principles. First, in order to produce reader-oriented
documentation, stakeholders’ interests with respect to architectural documentation are assessed prior
to the delivery of each SAD version. Along this line, our approach uses the Views & Beyond
(V&B) documentation method [2, 9]. Second, the creation of plans for updating a SAD is modeled
with a bi-objective optimization formulation, derived from the multiple-choice knapsack problem
(MCKP) [10, 11]. To this end, SADHelper uses a heuristic algorithm to solve SAD problem
instances with small computational times.

Our tool approach was evaluated in two experiments involving users working with SADs within a
simulated environment. The main goal of our evaluation was to assess the optimization aspect of
SADHelper, in order to check whether its advice reduces the effort to produce SAD versions with
(at least) the same quality level than traditional documentation (i.e., produced without assistance).
Although preliminary, the results from these experiments have been encouraging, showing that the
assistant can effectively help to reduce documentation costs and lead to SAD contents being well-
aligned with the stakeholders’ concerns.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the SADHelper tool
and describes its main features. Section 3 discusses the concept of reader-oriented documentation and
explains how stakeholders’ interests are modeled with Views and Beyond. Section 4 presents a
formulation for the problem of computing a SAD documentation plan and describes a number of
optimization algorithms to approach it. Section 5 describes the evaluation of our approach. Section 6
discusses related work. Finally, Section 7 gives the conclusions and outlines future work.

2. SADHELPER: AN ARCHITECTURAL DOCUMENTATION ASSISTANT

Let us suppose the following scenario. We have a community of stakeholders working on an IID
project about a critical software system. Since the project is under a fixed-price contract and the
budget is limited, the project manager has decided to prioritize the delivery of a functional product
over the production of extensive architectural documentation. Nonetheless, in this sort of project,
documenting the software architecture is essential to support the development (and evolution) of a
high-quality system. In this scenario, the documenter should follow a cost-effective documentation
process, making a balance between spending the least possible effort to produce a SAD and
enabling the system stakeholders to obtain the most of it. In IID projects, the documentation can be
delivered in incremental versions (across development iterations) [12, 13]. Then, the documenter
must determine a backlog with a number of documentation tasks as well as a schedule for them, in
such a way a fixed (small) documentation effort is allocated to each iteration. Examples of such

‡This role is usually played by members of the architecture team.
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documentation tasks might be the creation of a new SAD section, the modification of an existing
section in order to provide more details, among others. We refer to this backlog or schedule as a
SAD update plan.

To assist the documenter in the SAD documentation process, we introduce SADHelper as a Web
application that facilitates the management of documentation tasks and keeps track of the
stakeholders’ interests on the current SAD version. The main objective of SADHelper is to make
recommendations to the documenter for the generation of reader-oriented SAD versions while
considering effort constraints. Figure 1 presents a conceptual schema of SADHelper. Stakeholders
consume architectural knowledge from a Wiki-based SAD. Stakeholders’ concerns about the SAD
contents are captured in a matrix that links stakeholders with SAD sections (Wiki documents) in
terms of levels of interest. When a new version of a SAD needs to be delivered, SADHelper
computes candidate SAD update plans according to both the actual state of completion of the SAD
sections and the matrix of stakeholders’ interests. Our assistant shows these plans to the documenter,
who then can pick a plan and apply any of its tasks on the current SAD. Note that the execution of
the tasks suggested by the tool is not mandatory. The documenter is expected to make the final
documentation decisions for the SAD based on factors such as expertise, domain knowledge, or past
experiences. This documentation process is cyclical, and several SAD versions with corresponding
update plans might be generated as the development project moves forward.

2.1. Wiki-based architectural documentation

SADHelper assumes that SADs are documented using the V&B method [9] and Wikis [14]. Then, a
SAD is structured around a main template plus templates for predefined architectural views. A view
presents an aspect or viewpoint of the system (e.g., static aspects, runtime aspects, allocation of
software elements to hardware, etc.). Each document (or Wiki article) represents a section of the
template, such as a Deployment view or a Context diagram explaining the background of the
architecture. The decision to use Wikis as the container of SADs was based on our own experiences,
as well as on successful experiences reported by the software architecture community [15–17].

An example of a Wiki-based SAD for a system called ‘Adventure Builder’ is shown in Figure 2. The
Wiki home page is the SAD main document containing links to the different SAD sections with the
architectural views. In this example, some sections have already been documented with varying levels
of detail. For instance, there is a Deployment view that lacks details, but presents an overview of how
software components are mapped to hardware. There is also a Module view of a sub-system, which is
detailed and describes the implementation units of that sub-system as well as their usage relations.

Figure 1. Overview of the working context of SADHelper. SAD, software architecture document.
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2.2. Dealing with stakeholders’ information needs

Producing reader-oriented documentation is key to performing a cost-effective documentation process.
It is argued that documentation should be written from a readers’ perspective, rather than from a
writers’ perspective [2]. The SAD is not an exception to such a rule. Along this line, stakeholders’
interests should be assessed before producing the SAD, so as to ensure it addresses the actual
stakeholders’ information needs. In fact, both current standards on software architecture [8] and
research works [18] have recognized the importance of considering stakeholders’ concerns in the
documentation process.

The quality of reader-oriented documentation is strongly linked to the satisfaction of the key (high-
priority) stakeholders. The satisfaction of a given stakeholder can be seen as directly proportional to
the degree of coverage of her interests (by the current SAD version) [2, 8, 19]. SADHelper models
stakeholders’ concerns with a matrix that stores the level of interest of the current SAD section
(columns) for a given stakeholder (row), as suggested in the V&B approach. We argue that the
information of this matrix is useful to steer a reader-oriented documentation process. We refer to this
model as the stakeholders’ concerns matrix (SCM). More details on how this matrix is populated can
be found in Section 3.

Figures 3 and 4 show snapshots of SADHelper features related to the capture of stakeholders’
interests. Figure 3 shows how the SCM is managed within the tool. For instance, the documenter
can adjust the level of interest of specific stakeholders in the architectural views of Figure 2. To this
end, a [0,1] scale is used, in which 1 means full interest. Figure 4 depicts a view of the
stakeholders’ levels of satisfaction for the current completion state of the SAD. The documenter can
drill down the satisfaction value for a specific stakeholder and get a detailed description of the
satisfaction at the document level. Thus, the documenter can detect which documents are obstacles
to the satisfaction of a key stakeholder, and thus perform the necessary corrective actions (i.e.,
documentation tasks).

2.3. Cost-effective documentation

Once stakeholders’ concerns have been assessed, a SAD update plan can be computed. Although this
activity might be performed manually by the documenter in small settings (i.e., small-sized SADs and
few stakeholders), it becomes a combinatorial problem often with a high time complexity in larger
settings. The problem is similar to the well-known Next Release Problem (NRP) [20, 21]. In
addition, this computation is complicated by other factors, such as the following: efforts allocated to
the tasks (e.g., person-hours), priorities of the stakeholders, or conflicting optimization objectives
(e.g., minimizing production costs and maximizing product quality), among others [2, 22].

Figure 2. Example of a Software Architecture Document version hosted in a Wiki.
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Given the complexity of computing a near-optimal SAD update plan, SADHelper assists the
documenter in such an activity by focusing on the aspects of cost and benefit of the documentation
tasks to be included in an update plan. The assistant generates update plan(s) as a backlog (or to-do-
list) of documentation tasks, as shown in Figure 5. For instance, if we consider the Deployment
view of the SAD of Figure 2, which has an overview level of detail, a candidate documentation task
could be to add more detail to this document. When the documenter selects one of the suggested
tasks, the assistant opens the target Wiki document in edit mode and offers writing guidelines to
perform the task (e.g., expected content of the section, how to reach the required detail level).
Additionally, the documenter can visualize the effect of the task on the stakeholders’ satisfaction
and, thereby, understand the reason why that task was suggested. More details on how this
computation is implemented can be found in Section 4.

Figure 3. SADHelper: administration of the stakeholders’ concerns matrix. SAD, software achitecture
document.

Figure 4. SADHelper: stakeholders’ satisfaction view. SAD, software achitecture document.
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3. MODELING STAKEHOLDERS’ INTERESTS WITH VIEWS & BEYOND

Reader-oriented documentation requires prior knowledge of stakeholders’ interests. In our approach, this
knowledge is captured in an SCM, which is derived from the V&B documentation method [2, 9]. Like
other current documentation methods, V&B is view-centric. The basic V&B principle is that
documenting a software architecture solution involves documenting the relevant architectural views,
and then documenting the information that applies to more than one view, which is called information
beyond views. The latter might include the following: context information of the system, specifications
of system goals, descriptions of system stakeholders, or relations between views, among other sections.

Views & Beyond helps the architect identify and record necessary architectural information during
development, by providing a general SAD template and specific templates for architectural views.§ The
choice of the relevant views for the SAD depends on its anticipated usage by the stakeholders. V&B
characterizes several types of stakeholders regarding their use of architectural views, as depicted by
the matrix of Figure 6. A cell of the matrix indicates the information of view X (e.g., decomposition,
deployment) needed by stakeholder role Y (e.g., developer, maintainer, manager). Each column can
be seen as stakeholder preferences on the contents of a SAD view.

In a particular project, defining the ‘right’ matrix is a crucial activity for the organization of the SAD
and its contents. In spite of proposing a generic model of information needs, which might apply to
several projects, the matrix must be customized based on specific characteristics of the target project
(e.g., quality attributes driving the system, project size, project criticality, community of stakeholders
to be served by the SAD, role of SAD within the development process, etc.). In practice, the
contents of the matrix are typically refined via interviews with stakeholders during the initial stages
of the project [2]. For instance, in small software projects, there might be less different roles than
the ones considered by the generic model (e.g., only managers, developers, and the client), or the
number of stakeholders could be small enough so as to consider individual preferences instead of
grouping them by their roles.

An important consideration for using V&B in our approach is the need to relate the detail levels of
SAD sections to concrete documentation contents, so that the documenter can figure out the ‘right’
amount of documentation for fulfilling a set of stakeholders’ needs. In Section 4.1, we discuss a
mapping between increasing levels of detail (also referred to as document states) and sub-sections of
the V&B templates. For example, according to our mapping, the architectural views of Figure 2
were classified as overview and detailed, for the Deployment and Module views, respectively.

Note that the V&B matrix (Figure 6) and the SCM of SADHelper (Figure 2) are slightly different.
First, the V&B matrix shows types of stakeholders (roles) and architectural viewtypes, while the SCM

§V&B templates: http://www.sei.cmu.edu/downloads/sad/SAD_template_05Feb2006.dot

Figure 5. SADHelper: backlog of documentation tasks (update plan). SAD, software achitecture document.
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models individual stakeholders (i.e., persons playing stakeholder roles of V&B) and instances of
architectural views (as prescribed by the V&B viewtypes). Second, the cells of the V&B matrix deal
with detail level using an ordinal scale, while those of SCM refer to interest degree using a numerical
scale. Therefore, to translate from the V&B matrix to the SCM (SADHelper), we simply assign a
numeric value to each ordinal value of V&B, namely: anything →0, overview → 13, more detail
→23, and detailed →1. Assuming that the SCM of Figure 3 was built out of the original V&B matrix
for the SAD of Figure 2, we could say that developers, testers, and maintainers might be mostly
satisfied, whereas managers, who are likely to require more details from allocation views, might not.

An important drawback of existing documentation methods is that they provide few or no guidelines
to the documenter for creating the documentation package [2, 23–25]. Although V&B offers a set of
basic steps and rules to organize and develop the SAD, they are generic and do not necessarily
ensure a cost-effective documentation process. Creating a good SAD can still be a time-consuming
activity that strongly depends upon the documenter’s skills and does not guarantee stakeholders’
satisfaction [3]. This is the reason why we envision SADHelper as a supporting tool to apply the
V&B method in IID projects.

4. COMPUTATION OF UPDATE PLANS AS AN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

In our context, an update plan is a set of documentation tasks that must be performed to deliver a new
SAD version. This plan is expected to optimize the cost-benefit relation of that SAD version. The
benefit is a function of the satisfaction of the stakeholders that will use the SAD, while the cost
comes from the amount of effort (i.e., human resources) needed to carry out the tasks of the plan.
These costs might be estimated by the documenter, a project manager, or by mutual agreement
between them. For instance, the documenter could provide ballpark estimates (often, in collaboration
with the manager or experienced architects), based on the following: historical effort information,
importance of certain views, or number of design decisions involved, among others [2, 25].

Specifically, we say that a stakeholder is satisfied if the (current) SAD covers her information needs,
which are, in fact, the set of SAD sections/views relevant to that stakeholder [8]. The priorities of the
stakeholders in the project also influence the computation of satisfaction [19, 26]. Thus, the
computation must not only maximize the overall satisfaction of the stakeholders but also target those
stakeholders with the highest priority. In other words, the quality of a SAD is directly related to
satisfaction of the key (high-priority) stakeholders [2, 8]. We refer to this quality measure as the

Figure 6. Views & Beyond characterization of stakeholders’ preferences on architectural views [2].
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SAD utility, which can be seen as weighted satisfaction metric, in which the weights are related to the
importance of the stakeholders.

Certainly, there is a trade-off between maximizing the utility of a SAD version and minimizing the
cost of producing it. To begin with, we could set a fixed production cost (corresponding to the allowed
documentation expense for one development iteration) and let a solver find SAD solutions with high
utility that do not violate the cost threshold. This perspective would lead to a constrained mono-
objective optimization, as in the original NRP formulation [20]. In practice, we might end up
exploring SAD solutions for different cost thresholds, that is, solving different mono-objective
optimization problems. This exploration process is natural in a cost-benefit analysis, because it is
difficult for a decision maker to determine a priori (i) how much benefit can be sacrificed in order to
considerably reduce cost or (ii) how much cost increase she can tolerate in exchange for a perceived
high benefit. In such cases, the production cost is no longer a constraint but an objective, and our
problem becomes a bi-objective optimization [21, 27, 28].

In this context, instead of a single SAD solution, we let a solver find a set of non-dominated
solutions, which are solutions that dominate the others but do not dominate themselves in the Pareto
sense. This set of solutions is known as the Pareto front. By analyzing this set, the decision maker
can get insights on the trade-offs produced by cost and benefit and select the most convenient
solution (i.e., a SAD update plan) depending on the context. We believe that the bi-objective aspect
is a desirable feature in SADHelper, because it enables the documenter to make her documentation
choices considering factors such as the following: the priority of the objectives at the moment of the
decision, or the feasibility of executing the resulting update plans, among others.

4.1. Formulation of the optimization problem

We assume an IID software project in which the documenter releases several versions of the SAD,
which is built incrementally. Conceptually, the SAD is composed of a set of n individual documents
(e.g., Wiki pages), and each document generally corresponds to a SAD section according to the
V&B templates. Let SADt={D1,…,Dn} be a SAD version at time t, in which each position of the
vector corresponds to a section (or document). In this vector, dk (1≤ k≤ n) is the detail level of
document Dk at time t. We assume that a document dk can be in one of four possible states [2, 9] so
as to keep its evolution manageable, as shown in Equation (1).

dk ¼

empty e:g:; 0ð Þ
overview e:g:; 13ð Þ

some_detail e:g:; 23ð Þ
detailed e:g:; 1ð Þ

8>>><
>>>:

1 ≤ k ≤ nð Þ (1)

Given a partially documented SADt, the documenter must select an update plan in order to produce a
SADt + 1 with additional contents. Initially, we define a list L with all the possible tasks applicable to
SADt. That is, L={a11,a21,…, a12…, aln} where ajk (1 ≤ j ≤ l, 1 ≤ k ≤ n) is one feasible task (out of
l possible tasks) for document Dk that leads to a state change dkd

′
k . The computation of the update

plan is constrained by a fixed-cost iteration, and the most valuable tasks from L must be selected.
This entails a combinatorial optimization known as the 0–1 knapsack problem (0-1KP) [29].

In particular, we deal with a variant called the multiple-choice knapsack problem (MCKP) [10, 11].
The MCKP is stated as follows: given n classes [D1,…,Dn] of a total of l items to pack in some
knapsack of capacity C, each item j∈Dk has a benefit bjk and a cost cjk (1≤ j ≤ l, 1 ≤ k ≤ n), and the
problem is to choose one item from each class such that the benefit sum is maximized without
exceeding a total cost of C. The classes [D1,…,Dn] are mutually disjoint. In our case, these classes
become the SAD documents, while the items correspond to the tasks available per section (note that
the same indexes were previously used in order to highlight the similarities).

Let us consider a set of atomic tasks AT={doNothing, doOverview, addMoreDetail, complete}. An
atomic task, if applicable, increases the detail of a SAD section. This effort is quantified as the cost of
the task. Furthermore, we map these tasks to the parts of the view template of V&B, as depicted in
Figure 7. Task doOverview starts with an empty section and asks (the documenter) to complete the
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‘Primary presentation’ part of the view. Task addMoreDetail suggests completing both the ‘Element
catalog’ and ‘Context diagram’ parts of a section (having already an overview state). Task complete
recommends filling out the two pending parts: ‘Variability guide’ and ‘Rationale’. At last, task
doNothing models the null action, which has a cost equal to 0 and leaves a document unmodified.

In our model of tasks and document states, we consider that a document has a given state of
completion if certain sub-sections of it are completed. Nonetheless, this assumption does not mean
that the remaining parts should not be empty. For example, the design rationale (in the ‘Rational’
sub-section) is normally written in parallel with other sub-sections, but having this sub-section
completed is only required for the detailed level of the containing document. Also, notice that the
proposed model can be extended with other kinds of tasks, or support other templates with different
sub-sections. For instance, we might include a task that modifies an already-documented section
because of an architecture design change. Regarding the four-state range and its mapping to the
sections of a SAD document, it is inspired on the V&B matrix and follows recommended
architecture documentation practices [2], but it should not be interpreted as strict.

The applicable tasks depend on the actual state of the section (document), because we do not model
‘undo’ tasks. Atomic tasks can be arranged in sequences. For example, if a section is in overview, it can
only go to states someDetail or detailed by means of the task sequences < addMoreDetail> or
<addMoreDetail, complete>, respectively. Along this line, the candidate tasks for a section Dk

(items of a class in MCKP) are all the allowed task sequences derivable from AT that follow the
dependency chain doOverview→ addMoreDetail→ complete. These dependencies model the
meaningful order in which atomic tasks should be performed on the V&B view template. With four
atomic tasks (and no undo), we have a total of seven allowed tasks, including the doNothing task.
Figure 7 shows a list of these tasks (left side). Note that the document states (right side) are
dependent on each other, and so are the tasks in the context of the same document. However, tasks
are independent when considering separate documents (i.e., the execution of a task on document X
does not affect the applicable tasks for the other documents).

When it comes to the benefit of tasks (or task sequences) in L, we compute it indirectly on the basis
of the stakeholders’ interests over the SAD sections (or architectural views). Let S={S1,…, Sm} be a
set of stakeholders, each Si (1≤ i≤ m) with a priority pi in the range [0, 1], where 0 is the lowest
priority and 1 is the highest one. For every document, Dk (1≤ k≤ n), a stakeholder Si (1≤ i ≤ m)
has a value of interest (or preference) denoted by interest(Si,Dk) = vik. In Section 3, we detailed how
these values of interest are calculated.

The satisfaction of stakeholder Si with respect to a document Dk with state dk is given by a function,
satisfactionik(dk, vik)→ [0, 1] (1≤ i ≤ m, 1≤ k ≤ n), where the values for both dk and vik are in the range
[0, 1]. This function models the ‘happiness’ of the stakeholder Si with the actual detail of the
document, Dk, compared with her preferred level of detail (i.e., vik). Based on the V&B method
[2, 9] and our experience with architectural documentation projects, the satisfactionik(dk, vik)
function can be approximated as described in Equation (2). A graphical description of the function

Figure 7. Examples of documentation tasks, based on the Views & Beyond view template.
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is shown in Figure 8. Nonetheless, our definition of the satisfaction function is not final and our
model admits alternative formulations.

satisfactioni;k dk; vi;k
� � ¼

1 if dk � vikj j≤ ε
0 if dk � vik < �ε

1� dk � vik if dk � vik > ε

8><
>: (2)

The proposed function has a parameter ε, which represents the ‘allowed difference’ between the two
detail levels. If the completion level dk is higher than required (which might cause an information
overload in the stakeholder), then there is a penalty proportional to the distance between vik and dk.
This function gets its maximum value when the completion level dk is equal to the interest vik (or
within the ε range). Based on the satisfactionik(dk, vik) function, we compute the utility of a
document state as given by Equation (3).

document_utilityk dkð Þ ¼
∑
m

j¼1
satisfactionjk dk; vjk

� �
:pj

∑
m

i¼1
pi

(3)

We see document_utilityk(dk) as a proxy for the benefit of task ajk (1≤ j ≤ l, 1≤ k ≤ n) that makes
document Dk reach state dk. Thus, each feasible task ajk in L is assigned to a benefit(ajk)
= document_utility(dk), for some document change. In the 0–1 formulation, the tasks ajk only take
values 0 or 1, depending on whether they are included in the update plan. Remember that a task can
be either atomic or a sequence of atomic tasks. In the former case, cost(ajk) is a constant. In the
latter case, cost(ajk) is the sum of the costs of the constituent tasks.

To complete the problem formulation, the optimization objectives must be determined. Based on the
cost-benefit trade-offs involved in SAD generation, we define a bi-objective problem in which cost is
minimized and (simultaneously) benefit is maximized, as expressed by Equations (4), (5), and (6). Note
that this formulation can be quickly turned into a mono-objective one by transforming either Equation
(5) or (4) into a constraint with a predefined (cost or utility) constant [30]. As we previously discussed,
we prefer here a multi-objective formulation because it supports the exploration of alternative SAD
solutions in the cost-benefit space. Furthermore, because both the SAD utility and the total cost are
approximate measures, near-optimal solutions will be obtained in the Pareto front.

maximize : sad_utility SADtð Þ ¼ ∑
n

k¼1
∑
j∈Dk

benefit ajk
� �

:ajk (4)

Figure 8. Graphical description of the satisfaction function.
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minimize : total_cost SADtð Þ ¼ ∑
n

k¼1
∑
j∈Dk

cost ajk
� �

:ajk (5)

subject to : ∑
j∈Dk

ajk ¼ 1 (6)

4.2. Optimization techniques for the problem

Techniques to solve optimization problems can be classified as follows: (i) exact algorithms, which
return optimal solutions but might require a high computational time depending on the size of the
problem instance and (ii) approximation or non-exact algorithms, which produce near-optimal
solutions with lower computational times. In this work, we propose a heuristic approach (non-exact)
for our problem, which is based on a Greedy technique commonly employed in knapsack problems [10].

The heuristic, which is described in Algorithm 1, works in two stages. First, the applicable tasks are
sorted in a decreasing order of utility-cost ratio (lines 3–4). Second, we pick as many tasks as possible
beginning from the top of the ordered list until the knapsack is filled up (lines 7–15). Before selecting a
task, it is checked if the execution of that task increases the global utility of the resulting SAD (lines
11–13). The idea is to ‘add to the knapsack’ those items (tasks) that give the most benefit per unit of
cost and also ensure a benefit increment. The algorithm was adapted for bi-objective optimization by
iterating over all possible costs, defining each one as a

Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithm to maximize benefit subject to a cost constraint (mono-objective).

1 INPUT: A, DS, Cmax //all tasks, SAD document states, and max cost
2 OUTPUT: UP //final update plan
3 CA ← filter-actions(A, DS) //filter out actions already executed
4 sort-by-cost-benefit-ratio(CA)
5 Bmax ← ∅
6 Ccurrent ← ∅
7 FOREACH Ai IN CA DO UPsim ← simulate-action-execution(Ai, DS) //simulate the execution of

the action
8 Bsim ← compute-benefit (UPsim)
9 Csim ← compute-cost (UPsim)
10 IF (Bmax < Bsim AND Csim < Cmax) THEN //improves benefit and meets cost constraint
11 UP ← add(UP, Ai)
12 Bmax ← Bsim

13 ENDIF
14 ENDFOREACH
15 RETURN UP

Algorithm 2 Main loop of the bi-objective Greedy algorithm.

1 INPUT: A, DS, Climit //all tasks, SAD document states, and cost limit
2 OUTPUT: PS // pareto set
3 PS ← ∅
4 Cmax ← ∅
5 WHILE (Cmax < Climit) DO
6 UP ← compute-update-plan (A, DS, Cmax) // call mono-objective greedy
7 PS ← add (PS, UP) // dominance criterion applied
8 Cmax ← Cmax + 1
9 ENDWHILE
10 RETURN PS
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constraint and then executing the heuristic as a benefit maximization problem. The main loop of the
Greedy is given in Algorithm 2.

Our problemmight be solved with other techniques as well. For instance, a well-known exact technique
is Backtracking. A backtracking algorithm should progressively generate and evaluate all valid task vectors
ajk that derive from SADt. Although backtracking can be used as a baseline for other exact algorithms, it
has trouble to deal with medium-to-large instances of the problem (e.g., SADswithN≥ 15, based on tests
with synthetic data). Another exact technique, which often has a better performance than Backtracking,
is SAT solvers such as the the SAT4J library [31]. The Pseudo-boolean (PB) solver of SAT4J can easily
handle 0–1KP instances, but only in the form of mono-objective problems. Nonetheless, the same
adaptation used in our Greedy heuristic for the bi-objective case can be applied to the PB solver. This
schema might add some overhead, but still capitalizes on the good performance of SAT4J.

Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) is a metaheuristic that has been successfully
applied to optimization problems in the context of Search-Based Software Engineering [32–34]. NSGA-
II uses an evolutionary process based on operators such as selection, genetic crossover, and genetic
mutation, to evolve an initial population of task vectors ajk through several generations until a given
cut-condition is reached (e.g., a quality threshold, or a computing time-out, among others).

The adoption of a particular technique depends on the problem size (i.e., number of documents,
possible states for each document, and number of stakeholders). Given the similarities of our root
problem with the NRP, for whom it has already been shown, which is NP-hard [20, 35], we deemed
adequate to apply non-exact techniques in the current prototype of SADHelper. Anyway,
computational results of different techniques are discussed in Section 5.

5. EVALUATION

The main goal was to assess the usefulness of SADHelper in terms of SAD production costs (for the
documenter) and quality of the resulting documentation (for its stakeholders). The evaluation was
divided into two experiments, each one addressing a different perspective. In the first experiment,
we took a theoretical perspective and performed a what-if analysis of several SADs generated with
SADHelper against normal SADs. The second experiment had a practical perspective: we employed
SADHelper to produce a sequence of SAD versions, and later used the stakeholders’ feedback to
assess their actual satisfaction with the SADs.

A secondary goal of the evaluation was to compare the performance of non-exact and exact
algorithms when solving our optimization problem. In particular, we studied an exact algorithm
based on the PB solver (SAT4J) and three non-exact algorithms, namely, Greedy, NSGA-II [32], and
a simple Random Search [27]. The exact algorithm was aimed at providing a baseline of solutions,
the non-exact algorithms. The Random Search option served as a ‘sanity check’, because it is known
to perform worst than the other non-exact techniques. In this context, the main research questions of
this work were the following:

• RQ1. Are SADs produced with the assistance of SADHelper better than SADs produced with no
assistance? The goodness criterion is that ‘SAD A is better than SAD B’ if A requires less cost but
gives equal or higher utility than B.

• RQ2. What optimization technique exhibits the best performance for our bi-objective problem?
The performance criterion refers to both execution time and SAD utility.

Section 5.1 describes the test subjects used for the experiments. Section 5.2 explains the selection of
non-dominated solutions generated with the algorithms. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 report on experiment 1
and experiment 2, respectively. Section 5.5 presents a general analysis of the results, and finally,
Section 5.6 discusses the main threats to validity.

5.1. Test subjects

A total of 87 persons (i.e., SAD users) participated in both experiments. Almost 88% of the subjects
were males, whereas the remaining 12% were females. Their ages ranged from 21 to 32 years old.
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These users were undergraduate/graduate students of UNICEN University (Tandil, Argentina), and
many of them were practitioners working on local software companies. The experiments were
conducted at the end of two software architecture courses (degree in Systems Engineering and
Master in Computer Science) of UNICEN University. Undergraduate students were in the last year
of their bachelor degree, while the graduate students were pursuing a Master degree. At the
beginning of the experiments, the subjects had learned and reinforced the key concepts on software
architecture (including software architecture documentation and the V&B method). The students
were asked to carry out different assignments that allowed us to evaluate the SADHelper approach,
but these assignments did not compromise the students’ learning process [36, 37]. As another
motivation, previous studies have shown how students could benefit from empirical studies on
Software Engineering [38].

5.2. Selection of non-dominated solutions

When a bi-objective optimization algorithm is used, it normally returns a set of non-dominated
solutions. In our experiments, these solutions are not guaranteed to lie in the Pareto front, because
our measures for the two objectives are not exact but rather approximations. The usage of heuristic
techniques, such as our Greedy algorithm, also contributes to this situation. In case the decision
maker is not available, generative methods such as linear scalarization [27, 28] can be applied to
obtain one single solution to the optimization problem. Certainly, we do expect the documenter to
be the decision maker in SADHelper, and thus, she will be responsible for choosing one of the non-
dominated solutions based on her (subjective) judgment. For instance, she might decide to assign
different weights to the cost and utility objectives.

In the evaluation procedure, we followed a strategy that prioritized the utility of solutions over their
cost, in order to keep similar levels of quality in the SAD versions produced with SADHelper.
Furthermore, we discarded those solutions with higher production costs than the normal SAD
versions, in order to make a fair comparative analysis. Figure 9 shows a graphical example of how
solutions were selected during the experiments. In this example, the optimization algorithm returned
five non-dominated solutions. If we assume a cost threshold of 70 (i.e., producing a normal SAD
version required 70 units of efforts), our strategy would consider only the set of solutions whose
cost is below the threshold, and then would pick the solution with the highest utility from that set.
As a result, the selected solution has a utility of 0.58 and a cost of 54 units of effort.

5.3. Experiment 1: what-if analysis

This experiment was intended to exercise the documentation generation capabilities of SADHelper. To
do so, we produced a number of synthetic SAD versions (by means of update plans suggested by our

Figure 9. Example of selection of a single solution from the Pareto near-optimal set. SAD, software
achitecture document.
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optimization tool) and compare them against SAD versions generated in a traditional manner (i.e., with
no assistance). For the synthetic SADs, we employed alternative optimization techniques inside
SADHelper. Specifically, we worked with five types of SADs, namely, SADs optimized with
Greedy, SADs optimized with NSGA-II, SADs optimized with Random Search, SADs optimized
with SAT4J, and normal SADs. To compare the different SADs, the following metrics were used:

• Cost. Represents the units of effort necessary to produce a given SAD version (Equation (5)). We
used the number of words (e.g., of a document) as a proxy to estimate units of effort.

• Utility. Represents the quality of a given SAD, and it is a function of the satisfaction and priority of
the stakeholders (Equation (4)).

• Satisfaction. Represents the level of ‘happiness’ of a single stakeholder. It helps to explain potential
differences in SAD quality (Equation (2)).

To carry out experiment 1, we asked a group of 77 test subjects to produce a Wiki-based SAD for a
given system and release it in incremental versions. The V&B method was recommended as the guide
to deliver the documentation. SADHelper was not used by the design teams. Afterwards, our goal was
to perform a post-mortem analysis of the SADs, looking for potential improvements (cost, quality,
satisfaction) that could have been made if the teams had worked with SADHelper. To this end, we
kept records of the evolution of the SAD versions over time.

5.3.1. Experimental setup and procedure. The 77 subjects were arranged into 11 teams of seven
members each. Each team simulated a small software project tasked with the production of
architectural documentation. Each member played a distinctive stakeholder role: three members took
the architect role, whereas the other four members were divided into one manager, one evaluator,
and two clients. The stakeholder priorities were assigned as follows: pmanager=10, parchitect=6,
pclient1 = 6, pevaluator=2, pclient2 = 2, in decreasing order of importance. The SCM¶ for these roles was
configured with baseline information from the V&B approach [2] (recall Figure 6).

The architects (of each team) were asked to (i) design an architecture for a model problem called the
Clemson Transit Assistance System∥ (CTAS) and (ii) use V&B to produce a SAD that should
(progressively) satisfy all the stakeholders of the team. A separate Wiki (DokuWiki**) was set for
the SADs of each team. We predefined a 9-week schedule for the teams, in which both the design
and documentation work had to be performed in three iterations of 3weeks, with two (partial) SAD
versions for the first two iterations and a final release at the end (with 3–6 work hours per day). The
managers, evaluators, and clients periodically assessed the architecture and its documentation and
gave feedback to the architects regarding their interests. We refer to these documentation versions as
normal or traditional SADs, because their production strategy was only based on the architects’
criteria (and not steered by optimization techniques).

Once all the teams were finished, we obtained three normal SAD versions (or slices) per team. These
slices came with different completion percentages: 10%–25% after the first iteration (slice 1),
40%–60% after the second iteration (slice 2), and 75%–85% after the third iteration (final SAD). We
did not considered the final SADs as 100% complete, because some sections were unfinished or
lacked details. These percentages were estimated by counting the number of words and images per
document (an image ≈200 words). The same metric was also used for the cost of producing a SAD
document.

The costs and utilities of the normal SAD slices were established as baselines for assessing their
counterparts with SADHelper. Next, we generated a set of synthetic SADs with SADHelper. We
refer to those SAD versions as optimized SADs. Basically, we executed the optimization tool on the
SAD corresponding to the slice 1 of every team. For these optimizations, we also set a cost
threshold equal to the units of effort necessary to reach the completion percentage of slice 2. The
same procedure was repeated for the transition between slice 2 and the final SAD, for every team.
The transition from the initial SAD (slice 0) to slice 1 was not considered in our study, because it

¶The stakeholders’ concerns matrix, as well as other resources used in the evaluation procedure, can be found at http://
mnicoletti.sites.exa.unicen.edu.ar/jsep2014
∥http://people.cs.clemson.edu/~johnmc/courses/cpsc875/resources/Telematics.pdf
**https://www.dokuwiki.org/dokuwiki
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makes little sense from a practical standpoint. In the first SAD version, the architect normally sketches
the architecture solution (e.g., main architectural patterns, design tactics for quality attributes), and
therefore, such a version is for internal usage rather than for the consumption of the whole set of
stakeholders. For this reason, SADHelper always departs from an initial SAD and seeks for
stakeholder-oriented improvements from there on. The completion levels of the initial SADs in our
experiments ranged from 10%–15%.

In the aforementioned computations, parameter ε of Equation (2) was set to ε=0.1, which is a 10%
of ‘allowed difference’ between the document state and the level of interest. As regards the
optimization parameters for NSGA-II and Random Search,†† we used initialpopulation : 100,
maxiterations : 30000 (for both), selection :binarytournament, pcrossover : 0.9, and pmutation : 0.001
(only NSGA-II). Because these techniques are non-deterministic, the utility values reported are the
average of 30 independent executions [39], with a global average standard deviation of 0.01 for
NSGA-II and 0.02 for Random Search.

5.3.2. Experimental results. The charts of Figure 10 show the evolution of the average values (for the
11 teams) of cost and utility for each kind of SADs, namely, opt-greedy SADs (optimized with
Greedy), opt-nsga2 SADs (optimized with NSGA-II), opt-random SADs (optimized with Random
Search), opt-sat4j SADs (optimized with SAT4J solver), and normal SADs. The values of these
charts were computed by following the procedure in Section 5.3.1. The Utility Evolution chart (right
side) should be interpreted vis-a-vis with the Cost Evolution chart (left side), because the former
depicts the utility values achieved with optimization techniques at each transition, while the latter
shows the required cost for the same transitions (subject to a cost threshold equal to the cost of the
normal SAD transitions).

The Cost Evolution chart plots the average percentages of units of effort for different slices. For
instance, in the final SAD, opt-greedy SADs required ≈17% of the total units of effort, whereas the
normal counterparts required ≈26%. We noticed that, in general, the optimized SADs involved lower
costs for generating each version, with a cost reduction of 10%� 35% (per slice). Because of how we
estimated costs, a reduction in costs means that the optimization produced smaller SADs. This would
suggest that the normal SADs tended to have ‘unnecessary’ contents, given the current stakeholders’
needs. In this sense, we believe that cost reductions are more significant in the second transition because
the detection of unnecessary contents gets easier when a SAD has an advanced level of completion.

An interesting observation is that optimized SADs achieved significantly higher levels of utility
when compared with the normal counterparts. As it can be seen in the Utility Evolution chart, we
observed a utility increment of 17%�28% for opt-sat4j SADs, 16%� 27% for opt-greedy SADs,

††We relied on the implementations of NSGA-II and Random Search from the MOEA Framework (http://www.
moeaframework.org/).

Figure 10. Optimized versus normal software achitecture documents (SADs) – variations in cost and overall
utility (experiment 1).
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16%� 25% for opt-nsga2 SADs, and 6%�13% for opt-random SADs. In particular, we noticed that
higher utility values were reached in the first transition, in contrast with the second one. A possible
explanation for this decrease is that the optimization of SADs with high levels of completion is not
considering good-quality solutions that might involve ‘undo’ actions (with respect to the current
SAD), as this kind of actions is not modeled in our current framework.

The results of the utility assessment indicate that normal SADs can always be improved by using
optimization techniques. In particular, non-exact techniques performed reasonably well when
compared with the exact technique (SAT4J). We did not perceived substantial differences in the
performance (in terms of SAD utility/cost) of Greedy and NSGA-II. On the contrary, Random
Search had an inferior performance, as it sometimes generated invalid solutions.

To corroborate our observations, we applied a statistical analysis based on the two sample Student’s
t-test. This parametric test serves to compare the means of two normal distributions (normality was
verified with Shapiro–Wilk test and homoscedasticity with F-test, both with a confidence level of
95%). In our case, a sample is a collection of 11 utility values for a particular type of SADs, and we
tested five different samples against each other.

We stated both the null hypothesis H0: the mean of utility values for a given distribution is equal to
the mean of utility values for other distribution, and the alternative hypothesis H1: the mean of utility
values for a given distribution is higher or lesser than the mean of utility values for other distribution.
We then tested this hypothesis for each pair of samples with a significance level of 0.05. The results of
this analysis are summarized in Tables I and II. For the transition from slice 1 to 2, we observe that all
the optimized SADs were significantly better that the normal SAD, given that we reject H0 with a
critical p-value lower than 0.05. The same situation is observed in the transition from slice 2 to final
SAD, except for opt-random SADs, which do not presented significant differences with the utility
values of normal SADs (p> 0.05). Thus, the use of Random Search does not always ensure a higher
utility. It is also important to note that there is not a significant difference between the performance
of SAT4J, Greedy, and NSGA-II.

Table I. Statistical analysis for software architecture document (SAD) utility hypotheses (first transition).

Sample 1 Sample 2 p-value Accepted H Interpretation

opt-sat4j opt-greedy 0.49 H0 opt-sat4j SADs= opt-greedy SADs
opt-sat4j opt-nsga 0.18 H0 opt-sat4j SADs= opt-nsga SADs
opt-sat4j opt-random ≈ 0 H1 opt-sat4j SADs> opt-random SADs
opt-sat4j normal ≈ 0 H1 opt-sat4j SADs> normal SADs
opt-greedy opt-nsga 0.49 H0 opt-greedy SADs= opt-nsga SADs
opt-greedy opt-random ≈ 0 H1 opt-greedy SADs> opt-random SADs
opt-greedy normal ≈ 0 H1 opt-greedy SADs> normal SADs
opt-nsga opt-random ≈ 0 H1 opt-nsga SADs> opt-random SADs
opt-nsga normal ≈ 0 H1 opt-nsga SADs> normal SADs
opt-random normal 0.001 H1 opt-random SADs> normal SADs

Table II. Statistical analysis for software architecture document (SAD) utility hypotheses (second transition).

Sample 1 Sample 2 p-value Accepted H Interpretation

opt-sat4j opt-greedy 0.59 H0 opt-sat4j SADs= opt-greedy SADs
opt-sat4j opt-nsga 0.16 H0 opt-sat4j SADs= opt-nsga SADs
opt-sat4j opt-random ≈ 0 H1 opt-sat4j SADs> opt-random SADs
opt-sat4j normal ≈ 0 H1 opt-sat4j SADs> normal SADs
opt-greedy opt-nsga 0.316 H0 opt-greedy SADs= opt-nsga SADs
opt-greedy opt-random 0.004 H1 opt-greedy SADs> opt-random SADs
opt-greedy normal ≈ 0 H1 opt-greedy SADs> normal SADs
opt-nsga opt-random 0.02 H1 opt-nsga SADs> opt-random SADs
opt-nsga normal ≈ 0 H1 opt-nsga SADs> normal SADs
opt-random normal 0.09 H0 opt-random SADs= normal SADs
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As regards execution times,‡‡ we obtained the following average times (in milliseconds): 110±17
for opt-greedy, 462±15 for opt-random, 693±83 for opt-sat4j, and 1187±60 for opt-nsga2. The
main factor affecting the problem size was the number of documents of the SADs. The SAD sizes
ranged from 13–18 documents. We noted that for SADs with a number of documents higher than
15, the time complexity grew exponentially when using basic exact techniques like backtracking.
The computational complexity of SAT4J, in turn, was reasonably low for that size range, and began
to grow for instances with more than 25 documents. We also noted that execution times were higher
when the SADs had low levels of completion. It seems that the optimization problem gets ‘easier’ as
the completion percentage of the SAD grows, given that the solution space becomes smaller.

The results earlier contribute to answering our two research questions. First, as regards RQ1, results
show that it is possible to produce smaller (less costly) versions of SADs that not only maintain their
utility but also could reach higher utility. We also observed that the level of completion of a SAD
conditions the utility improvements attainable in successive versions. In general, initial SAD
versions (~25% of completion) have the potential of producing higher utility, because the
optimization algorithm has more ‘degrees of freedom’ during the search. This is partially due to our
model of documentation tasks, which make it difficult to find improvements in more complete
SADs. For example, a key stakeholder might want an overview of a section that is already detailed,
but the section contents cannot be ‘downsized’ with our current tasks. As regards RQ2, we
determined that SAT4J, Greedy, and NSGA-II have a similar performance, and Random Search
performed worse (as it was expected). Our proposed Greedy algorithm solved the problem instances
in low computing times with a small loss in solution quality.

To understand the advantages of optimized SADs over normal ones, we decomposed the global
SAD utility into the individual stakeholders’ satisfaction values, as it is shown in Figure 11 (a
description of these metrics can be found in Section 5.3). Recall that this sort of information can be
visualized in SADHelper through the stakeholders’ satisfaction view (Figure 4). In both transitions,
we noticed that all the stakeholders were evenly satisfied by the normal SADs. On the contrary, the
opt-greedy SADs clearly favored high-priority stakeholders. Similar trends were observed for other
optimization techniques, namely, NSGA-II and SAT4J. For instance, in the first transition (left
chart), we have a bias toward managers and less care about evaluators, while the second transition
(right chart) is mainly focused on managers and architects.

Although the update plans suggested by the tool were guided by the high-priority stakeholders, the
plans could have tasks that still targeted less important stakeholders. This is the case of client 2 in the
first transition, who improved her satisfaction with the second SAD version even when she was a low-
priority stakeholder. In the second transition (right chart), the satisfaction improvements were minor
and only noticeable for the main stakeholders (manager and architect). In this particular case,
managers, who have the highest priority, seemed to receive less care than architects, who still have a

‡‡All experiments were executed on a PC (Windows OS) with an Intel Core i3-2310 processor and 8GB RAM memory

Figure 11. Opt-greedy versus normal software achitecture documents (SADs) – satisfaction of individual
stakeholders.
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high priority. We believe this effect was due to the precedent completion states of SAD documents of
slice 2, which do not let managers be more satisfied beyond a certain threshold.

5.4. Experiment 2: users’ feedback

In contrast to experiment 1, this experiment aimed at testing SADHelper from a practical perspective,
that is, working with SAD users. To do so, a group of 10 graduate students acted as SAD readers in a
simulated architectural documentation scenario, steered by SADHelper assistance, and we then
requested the subjects to provide feedback about their actual satisfaction with the SADs. Experiment
2 also contributes to answering RQ1. The same metrics of experiment 1 were collected (cost, utility,
satisfaction). Additionally, we introduced a new metric called support, which measures the degree of
coverage of stakeholders’ information needs by a given SAD based on the stakeholders’ feedback.
We hypothesized that support should have a direct correlation with utility.

5.4.1. Experimental setup and procedure. The materials§§ used in this experiment were as follows: (i)
a SAD based on V&B that described an architecture for CTAS (the same model problem of
experiment 1) and (ii) questionnaires for evaluating the SAD. The SAD for CTAS contained 24
pages (sections) and 22 architectural diagrams, which is representative of real-life SADs.
Specifically, there was one Wiki page per architectural view, and one Wiki page per
additional section (i.e., documentation beyond views) of the V&B template.¶¶

The SAD contents were of acceptable quality, but still had some inconsistencies, omissions, and
opportunities for improvement. The questionnaires were sets of questions about the CTAS
architecture of CTAS, which were designed to discover these problems from the perspective of
different types of stakeholders. A questionnaire included (i) a set of quality-attribute scenarios to be
evaluated with an ATAM-like (acronym for Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method) design review
[1] and (ii) a set of stakeholder-specific questions (also ATAM-like) referring to the quality of the
architectural descriptions [40]. That is, we provided a questionnaire per stakeholder role that
attended her interests on the SAD contents, as derived from the V&B matrix. The idea is that the
stakeholders playing a given role can be guided by the corresponding questionnaire (e.g., as a
check-list mechanism) in their assessment of the SAD. This decision allowed us to know a priori the
relevant contents for each subject. In fact, we constructed the SCM (used later for the optimization
phase) by analyzing these questionnaires.

The SAD for the CTAS architecture was divided into three versions (namely, slice 1, slice 2, and final
SAD), using a similar criterion as in experiment 1 (i.e., completion percentages per slice) and by mutual
agreement among the authors. These versions were referred to as normal SADs. In parallel, we
generated an optimized SAD version from slice 1, and after that, a new optimized SAD based on the
previous version. Note that this setting of optimized SADs differs from the one used in experiment 1.
SADHelper was here configured with our Greedy algorithm. The 10 subjects worked individually:
four subjects on normal SAD versions (control group) and six subjects optimized SAD versions. The
stakeholder priorities were defined as follows: pmanager=10, pevaluator=8, pclient=6, parchitect=4.

The documenters were ourselves, as we released the consecutive (and incremental) SADs to the
subjects for assessment. We asked each subject to perform an ATAM-based evaluation of these
SADs versions. The activity consisted of applying the questionnaire (to every version) and
elaborating a final evaluation report. This report included a feedback section, in which subjects
informed us about the support of every item of the questionnaire. The support for a given item could
take three values: unsupported, probably-supported, and supported. Thus, support can be seen as a
measure of the actual stakeholders’ satisfaction levels.

5.4.2. Experimental results. The results of cost and utility for the six SAD versions are shown in
Figure 12. These charts suggest that optimized SAD required a lower amount of effort than the normal
SAD for producing a satisfying documentation. In particular, the reduction in cost was in the order of
33%. The optimized SADs also reached higher (theoretical) utility values. In fact, for the final SAD,

§§These materials can be found at http://mnicoletti.sites.exa.unicen.edu.ar/jsep2014
¶¶See examples of V&B templates at http://wiki.sei.cmu.edu/sad
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the utility improvement was ≈93%. We must note that the utility improvements in experiment 1 were
generally lower than those of experiment 2. We believe this is due to the fact that in experiment 2 the
SAD is fully generated using the SADHelper assistance, whereas in experiment 1 the SAD versions are
optimized from pre-determined levels of completion that were generated without assistance.

From the results of experiments 1 and 2, we observe similar trends that demonstrate the superiority of
optimized SADs. Thus, both experiments suggest that, with SADHelper, it is possible to produce a
satisfying final SAD version by using only a fraction of the total units of effort (with a maximum of 23
for experiment 2). As the size of documentation grows, the utility of the SAD is diminished due to either
unnecessary contents or conflicting stakeholders’ interests. This effect was evident in the transition from
slice 2 to the final SAD, for both normal and optimized SADs, although the effect was attenuated in the latter.

We also measured the effective improvements in terms of support. In particular, we computed how
many items (of each questionnaire) a subject was able to respond with the documentation available in
the SAD (slice) under consideration. Each item was weighted according to subject’ feedback with the
following rule: 0 for unsupported, 0.5 for probably-supported, and 1 for supported. The support for a
given user is the average of the support values for every questionnaire item. Then, the support for a
SAD slice x is computed as indicated in Equation (7), where m: number of questionnaire items, n:
number of stakeholders, and supporti,j: is the support value for stakeholder i and item j.

avg_supportslicex ¼ ∑
n

i¼1
priorityj:∑

m

j¼1
supporti; j

 !
(7)

After performing the support assessment of all the SAD versions, we obtained the values described
in Table III. These results indicate that the subjects working with the optimized SADs were able to
solve, on average, just a few more items than the subjects working with the normal SADs. Although
we observed that the average support values of optimized SADs are slightly higher than the support
values of normal SADs, the differences are not (statistically) significant. It seems that improvements
in the utility of SAD versions were not always perceived by test subject.

Table III. Average support values for different software architecture document (SAD)
versions (experiment 2).

Type of SAD Slice 1 Slice 2 Final SAD

Normal 0.22 0.38 0.59
Optimized 0.20 0.44 0.65

Figure 12. Optimized versus normal software achitecture documents (SADs) – variations in cost and utility
(experiment 2).
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5.5. General discussion

Overall, the outcomes of the experiments were encouraging in the sense that corroborated that
SADHelper can help the documenter to filter out ‘unnecessary information’ of architectural
documentation. Examples of such unnecessary information include the following: (i) SAD sections
(architectural views) that are of no interest to any key stakeholder or (ii) sections that, if present, might
even reduce the stakeholders’ satisfaction because of information overload. Information overload is a
problem affecting a person who tries to deal with more information than she is capable of processing,
in order to make decisions [41]. For instance, in the final SAD of experiment 2, our tool suggested
that a given Module view should have an overview level of detail, since this view was only useful to
low-priority stakeholders (i.e., client and architect). In this context, using optimization techniques to
steer the SAD generation process seems to be a more cost-effective approach than documenting a
SAD without assistance. Although the results of our study are still preliminary, they showed that
savings in production costs can reach 33%, depending on the initial completion percentage of the SAD.

An important observation is that the optimized SADs not only required less effort to be produced but
also had a utility level equal or higher than normal SADs. By analyzing individual values of
satisfaction, we found two main factors that can explain this situation. First, the optimization
algorithms took advantage of stakeholders’ priorities to achieve high utility. In contrast, the normal
SADs tended to satisfy all stakeholders alike or randomly. Second, the trade-offs between
stakeholders’ interests and levels of detail (of SAD sections) were not handled properly in the
normal SADs. A balance among those trade-offs was generally sought in the optimized SADs, as
modeled by Equation (2). These observations also shed light on the high complexity that producing
satisfying documentation might entail when performed manually and in a multi-stakeholder context.
This was one of the drivers behind the development of SADHelper.

Even though experiment 1 provided evidence that SADHelper could lead to SADs with higher
utility than normal ones, we were not able to verify this trend in experiment 2. From the results of
experiment 2, we observed that optimized SADs required less effort and gave at least the same
utility than the normal counterparts, but they did not always give higher utility values. We noticed
that there were some differences when measuring theoretical utility improvements versus practical
improvements, as judged by the SAD users. The theoretical utility improvements were greater than
those actually recorded in terms of support. The subjects reported that they were slightly more
satisfied with the optimized SADs than with the normal SADs, although this perception could not be
statistically checked on the data of experiment 2. Possible factors can explain the gap between
(theoretical) utility and support. First, the CTAS documentation (although close to real SADs) could
not have the volume or complexity necessary to produce dissatisfaction in the groups of
stakeholders (e.g., problems of information overload). Second, the support measure is sensitive to
the subjectivity of the participants’ responses.

5.6. Threats to validity

We carefully designed the experiments in order to recreate real software development scenarios.
However, there are still some threats to validity that should be considered [42].

5.6.1. Construct validity. There are some important considerations regarding construct validity. First,
test subjects were not aware of the experimental objectives. Therefore, we minimized the chance that
they had behaved in any particular way that might have biased the results. Second, even though results
are encouraging as regards the performance of SADHelper, we must note that we used proxies to
measure the actual utility and cost (effort) values. Future experiments must explore better proxies for
these metrics (e.g., alternative satisfaction functions, amount of man-hours, level of difficulty of a
given documentation activity, among others).

Related to the threats earlier, we should note that we expressed effort reductions to produce SAD
contents in terms of units of effort, which were measured with a proxy based on the number of words
per document. Nonetheless, the actual performance of a documenter when writing a given SAD
section might vary from one case to another, regardless of whether she relies on the assistance of
SADHelper. Performance variations can depend on different factors, such as the following: the
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documenters expertise, the complexity of the architecture being documented, whether the documenter
already wrote other SAD sections, or the domain itself, among others [43].

5.6.2. Internal validity. Several artifacts used to carry out experiments were not part of the actual
working context (e.g., artifacts, project tasks) of the subjects, so the values reported for support might be
affected by this condition. The artifacts involved in this threat are as follows: (i) the model problem
(CTAS), (ii) the corresponding SAD, and (ii) the questionnaires. Another threat is the possible bias
caused by some subjects having prior knowledge of the software architectures (documented by the
SADs) or having performed this kind of practical assignment before. We were careful when selecting the
subjects to check that they had neither participated in similar activities nor worked with the SADs before.

We realize that the performance of SADHelper is affected by the adoption of a particular optimization
technique, and particularly, if non-exact techniques such our Greedy approach are employed. To
alleviate this threat, we performed a comparative analysis among commonly used techniques to
tackle similar problems to ours. Our experimental results showed that optimal solutions from an exact
optimization technique might not be required to improve the documentation process.

An additional threat could arise due to role assignment. Although the test subjects did not always
play similar roles to those of their jobs, they had prior knowledge about the role descriptions and
behavior based on either their academic or industrial experience. Also, having prior experience in a
role does not necessarily bias the experiments, because roles were mainly used to assign an interest
profile and a priority to each stakeholder. In the case of experiment 2, the questionnaires served as a
guide to help the subjects in playing the assigned roles.

At last, some assumptions made in our model of documentations tasks and also in the optimization
formulation certainly influenced our experimental results. Examples of such assumptions are as
follows: the mapping between completion states and required sub-sections of a SAD document, the
form of the satisfaction function, or the use of words to measure the cost of documentation tasks.
These assumptions were either based on the authors’ experience or taken from the literature, but they
must be further validated.

5.6.3. External validity. Results of our study cannot be generalized to an industrial scenario, as we
used students in an academic environment, which might differ from an industrial context with
seasoned software practitioners. To mitigate this threat, we designed our experimental environment
to be as realistic as possible. For instance, we ensure that the model problem and the architecture
documentation were representative of real-life problems. Additionally, most students were actually
software practitioners working for local industries with 1–3 years of experience.

Another decision to mitigate this threat was the fact that experiments were not designed as a ‘quiet
room’.∥∥ If experiments had been based on a quiet room, our simulated development scenarios would
have significantly differed from real scenarios, in which stakeholders perform several concurrent tasks
and interact with each other. In our testing environment, the subjects were free to solve the assignments
at the university or at their homes, even working in groups. We believe this latter scenario is closer to a
real development environment.

5.6.4. Conclusion validity. In contrast with external validity, the use of graduate and undergraduate
students instead of industry practitioners allowed us to obtain a good sample (a total of 87 subjects)
to support the validity of the results. Indeed, it would have been harder to gather a similar number
of industry professionals with the time availability required by the experiments. As a downside, the
level of heterogeneity of the test groups was low, because most subjects shared similar levels of
knowledge and technical background. This situation reduced threats to conclusion validity, but it
trades off with external validity.

An additional aspect to be considered regarding conclusion validity is the reliability of measures.
Measures that involve human judgment, such as support, are affected by this threat. This means
there is a chance that experimental results might suffer variations if a different set of subjects is used
to replicate the experiments.

∥∥A quiet room is a term referring to a place used for experimentation with human subjects in which there are no distrac-
tions that may bias the results of tests.
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6. RELATED WORK

The related work is organized into two sub-sections, as follows: Section 6.1 describes works related to
software architecture documentation, and Section 6.2 summarizes related work on search-based
software engineering (SBSE) techniques applied to software architecture.

6.1. Software architecture documentation

In the last decades, there has been an increasing interest in approaches for capturing and
communicating architectural knowledge among the stakeholders of a project. For instance,
Farenhorst et al. [15] analyzed the requirements of a tool to capture and share architectural
knowledge among architects. Based on these requirements, the authors created a Web portal called
JIT AK Portal that helps architects to find contents relevant to their interests. However, no other
types of stakeholders are considered, thus this approach fails to provide reader-oriented
documentation in a broader sense. In JIT AK Portal, the documenter is responsible for providing a
Web interface with structure and contents that match the architect’s interests, and no guidelines are
provided for this task. In contrast, our approach is focused on reducing the workload of the
documenter and ensuring coverage of most stakeholders’ concerns.

Another related tool is Knowledge Architect [44] developed by Jansen et al. The goals of this
approach are to facilitate the access to a base of architectural knowledge and the search for specific
issues in this knowledge base. In Knowledge Architect, documents are enriched with annotations
from a formal model to support the retrieval of knowledge for multiple types of stakeholders.
However, this approach is mainly focused on the readers’ side, and requires an extra effort from
documentation writers, which constitutes one of the limitation acknowledged by the authors (known
as asymmetric benefits).

A relevant study about Wikis is that of Graaf et al. [17], in which semantic Wikis are discussed. In
this research, the SAD is based on both a Wiki that supports semantic annotations and an ontology
describing Software Architecture concepts. The authors argue that ontology-based SADs are more
effective than traditional file-based approaches. Effective means here that a stakeholder is able to
find more/better relevant information according to his/her interests. In a controlled experiment with a
small group of software professionals, the authors show evidence that supports their hypothesis.
Although the objectives of this research are different to ours, we consider this ontology-based
approach as a form of reader-oriented documentation supported by Wikis. Similarly to Graaf et al.,
other authors have reported experiences with Wikis applied to architecting tasks [14, 15]. Bachmann
and Merson [14] discussed the role of a Wiki to record technical documentation in a collaborative
setting, and specifically, how to use a Wiki with V&B documentation. In fact, the approaches of
Farenhost et al. and Jansen et al. (described earlier) are also based on Web-based tools. These
studies motivated the use of Wikis to host architectural documentation in our approach.

In addition to the different approaches for architectural knowledge sharing, several documentations
methods have been proposed during the last decades [2, 23–25]. In general, these methods provide
documentation templates to organize the contents of a SAD into a collection of architectural views
(e.g., module views, allocation views) and complementary documentation. However, the methods do
not often focus on the efficient execution of the documentation process, especially when the
documentation corpus to be generated is large. Although the V&B method (Section 3) offers a set of
basic steps and rules to organize and develop the SAD, they are still generic and do not always
ensure a cost-effective documentation process.

Along this line, the work of Falessi et al. [45] is interesting, because it proposes a value-based
approach to generate cost-effective documents in the context of Design Rationale Documentation
(DRD). DRD is actually an important part of a SAD. The idea is to document just those information
items (or documentation units) that are likely to be required depending on the category of the item
(e.g., constraint, decision, issue, assumption) and the activity it aims to support (e.g., assess impact
of design decisions, check inconsistencies, detect misunderstanding of requirements). The approach
was validated through two controlled experiments involving post-graduate Software Engineering
students. The results of this research indicate that it is possible to generate a customized DRD with a
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reduced amount of sections (and therefore, less effort) of the full documentation. These findings are
aligned with our experimental results, and we believe that the application of a value-based approach
in combination with optimization techniques can be an interesting extension to SADHelper.

6.2. SBSE techniques in software architecture

Optimization techniques have been widely used in several fields of Software Engineering, including
Requirements Engineering, Software Design and Development, Software Maintenance and
Evolution, or Project Planning, among others [34, 46, 47]. In the context of Requirements
Engineering, Bagnall et al. [20] stated the NRP, which has several similarities with our SAD
optimization problem. In the basic NRP formulation, a given software company has to determine a
subset of requirements that should be included in the next release of a given product, in such a way
that the overall satisfaction of the company customers gets maximized. Every customer is interested
in a subset of features. Every requirement has an associated cost, and the total cost of the scheduled
features must not exceed the available resources in each release iteration.

The NRP was later extended to a multi-objective formulation, known as multi-objective NRP
(MONRP) [21, 48]. Instead of treating cost as a constraint, MONRP cost as a minimization
objective. Therefore, MONRP admits several solutions, that is, a Pareto front. Experiments with
synthetic data [21, 49] have shown that metaheuristics such us NSGA-II exhibited a good
performance in finding a large part of the Pareto front, even for large problem instances. This is the
reason why we considered this sort of techniques for SADHelper.

Although the increasing amount of SBSE work over the last years [34], the study of production
strategies for software documentation, and in particular architectural documentation, has not yet
been targeted by the SBSE community. However, SBSE techniques have been widely applied to
other activities related with architectural design of software systems [50]. As software systems
become more complex, architects must deal with a growing number of candidate design alternatives
and decisions. SBSE can offer several advantages in this regard, because it provides tools to help
architects in the exploration of the design space with reasonable time and effort. SBSE works in
software architecture design have been mainly focused on Component-based Software Engineering
(CBSE) and Software Product Lines (SPLs).

As regards CBSE, an interesting problem to apply optimization techniques is the substitution of
software components during the system maintenance stage. When one or more components
become obsolete, they must be replaced with one or more new components (e.g., COTS,
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf) that have similar characteristics and functionality. Desnos et al. [46]
have studied this combinatorial problem and evaluated the performance of several optimization
techniques using synthetic data. Another CBSE problem that is suitable for SBSE techniques is the
selection of components for the next version of a software system, which is a similar problem to
NRP. In the component selection problem, a subset of components must be selected for
implementation in order to maximize the benefit (e.g., client priority, impact on the system)
without violating a cost constraint. Baker et al. [51] proposed the use of non-exact techniques
such as greedy or simulated annealing to find near-optimal solutions to this problem, which was
cast as a 0–1 knapsack problem.

More recently, the application of SBSE techniques to solve SPL problems has received some
attention [52]. For instance, Colanzi et al. [53] used optimization techniques to assist the design of
an SPL architecture. The objective was to find an SPL that maximizes several quality characteristics,
such as extensibility, component cohesion, and level of modularity, among others. The problem was
cast as a multi-objective optimization and solved with evolutionary algorithms such as NSGA-II.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented SADHelper as a supporting tool for the generation of SADs, which
emphasizes a low-cost process and a high-quality product (i.e., the resulting SAD versions). The
approach is based on the V&B approach. Stakeholders’ interests are captured in the form of matrix
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that links those interests to different SAD sections and suggests specific levels of detail. In background,
our tool relies on optimization algorithms to compute near-optimal update plans that are suggested to
the documenter. In addition to the update plans, the documenter is assisted by SADHelper by means of
several other features (e.g., visualization of current satisfaction of stakeholders, documentation actions
to be performed on a Wiki-based SAD, among others).

Our approach was validated with two experiments that targeted the optimization aspect of
SADHelper. These experiments provided evidence to support our hypothesis about effort reductions
in the production of architectural documentation without reducing its utility for the stakeholders.
The final goal of SADHelper is to guide a documenter to prefer smaller SADs that target key
stakeholders, over extensive architectural documentation. The experiments also allowed us to
determine suitable techniques to solve our optimization problem. In this sense, both the proposed
Greedy algorithm or the NSGA-II algorithm shown promising performance results.

The development of SADHelper, although still a proof-of-concept, has several important
implications for architecture documentation practices. It shows the feasibility of generating useful
but just enough architectural documentation in software projects with tight schedules (even if such
documentation is produced manually). It brings to the front information overload issues experienced
by documentation readers, and furthermore, it shows strategies to mitigate those issues. In particular,
we proposed a combination of optimization techniques and stakeholders’ concerns, but other
strategies could apply as well.

Nonetheless, our approach has still a number of drawbacks, most of them related to our optimization
framework. For instance, our model does not consider non-additive actions that a documenter might
perform on a SAD (e.g., updating a section due to system refactoring, or deleting a section). The use
of four discrete document states, initially derived from the V&B matrix, might be limited for some
document writing processes. We need to further explore extensions of our basic framework with
other possible documentation actions, more document states, dependencies among sections, or fuzzy
rules for the evolution of details and sections. The measures used for the objectives of cost and
utility are still crude approximations, and better estimation proxies should be applied in real
scenarios. For instance, the satisfaction function should be calibrated on the basis of stakeholders’
activity on different SADs [54]. Another limitation is that SAD quality is currently assessed from an
‘external’ perspective (the satisfaction of the stakeholders); however, it is important to consider its
‘internal’ quality as well, particularly during the first SAD versions. For instance, internal quality is
related to aspects of (i) consistency among the different sections of the SAD, (ii) traceability
between key requirements and design decisions, or (iii) suitable architectural views to support those
decisions.

As future work, we plan to

• Replicate experiment 2 with a different group of test subjects and on different SADs, so as to obtain
more data and check our initial findings. In particular, we believe a larger study with our
optimization framework can help us to investigate the correlation between SAD quality (e.g.,
utility) and stakeholders’ satisfaction (e.g., support).

• Evaluate and compare the performance of NSGA-II with other state-of-the-art multi-objective
algorithms to solve our optimization problem.

• Enhance the current prototype of SADHelper and integrate it with development tools (IDEs, CASE
tools, or planning tools), so as to foster the adoption of our approach in real software projects.

• Study measures for quantifying the internal quality of a SAD, and possibly incorporate it as a third
objective in our optimization formulation.

• Apply sensitivity analysis techniques to make our optimization formulation more robust (e.g., to
variations in costs, stakeholders’ priorities, or satisfaction functions, among others).

• Customize the SCM on the basis of individual stakeholder interests via user profiling techniques [55].
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